CSJ CONSOCIUM VISIONARY STRUCTURE

MISSION
Moving Always Toward Profound Love of God and Neighbor Without Distinction

FIVE-YEAR VISION
We are a strong and vital presence in the CSJ Community and wider civic community both individually and collectively.

We build pathways through equitable relationships, inclusive spirituality, expanded ministries, and environmental and social justice.

SHARED COMMITMENTS:
DO THE WORK
We share and demonstrate our mission of Moving Always Toward Profound Love of God and Neighbor Without Distinction by supporting the CSJ Sister ministries, Consociate ministries and other works of justice and service.

SHARE GIFTS AND TALENTS
We are called and commissioned to bring our varied gifts and resources to address the specific needs of our times.

COMMUNICATE OUR ENDEAVORS
We share our heartfelt passion for ministry and justice. In the wider civic community, we tell our stories and describe the value and power we draw from the CSJ Community. We cultivate both individual and collective voices that advocate for justice.

SUPPORT AND ENGAGE CONSOCIATES
We support one another in mission. We foster friendships, collaboration and mutual understanding among the Consociates, cultivating joy and respect for our varied gifts and differences.

ENSURE INCLUSIVITY
We are inclusive in building a sustainable Consocium in the areas of leadership, organizational design, ongoing Consociate development, and recruitment of new members.

ENSURE TRANSPARENCY
We operate as a Consocium with transparency in leadership and committee structures, organizational clarity and effective communications.

BUILD A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
We invite and welcome others into our work and the CSJ Community. Consociates are called to greater responsibility for the financial viability of the Consocium.

CONTINUE TO GROW SPIRITUALLY
We intentionally live our CSJ charism of unifying love, cultivating spiritual experiences and practices leading to wholeness and growth.

ENRICH OUR COMMUNITY THROUGH RITUAL AND LITURGY
We embrace a strong commitment to hospitality and beauty through liturgy, ritual, music, and visual arts.

DEEPEN RELATIONSHIP WITH SISTERS
We continue deepening our relationship with CSJ Vowed Sisters around mission and the charism of unifying love.
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